Board to set UI’s budget Friday

By John Hecht
Of the Argonaut

The Idaho State Board of Education will meet this week to set its $108,467 budget requests and begin consideration of the five-year statewide plan for higher education (see accompanying story this page). The UI agenda for the meeting is comprised of routine administrative matters. The board officially meets Thursday and Friday, but on Wednesday its Finance and Academic Affairs committees will conduct work sessions. The meeting will be held at Idaho State University in Pocatello.

The total request by all agencies under the supervision of the board is $329 million, up 17 percent from the current year’s base. Of this amount, $160 million represents General Account (state money) funds, up 23 percent from this year. The total request by the four institutions of higher education is $130 million.

The University of Idaho requests to the board is $85.7 million, of which $43.9 million is from the general account. The increase from this year’s GA base is 21.6 percent, almost 26 percent from the previous year. Each institution presented both its “Budget Needs” and its “Budget Request.” The UI said it actually needs $7.1 million more than the request for $11.4 million, Needs for “general improvements,” maintenance of buildings and equipment are $2.7 million, but the $838,000 request for “Economic Development” financial needs and resources are $4.7 million, and $1.1 million, respectively.

The UI agenda includes for this week’s meeting an approval of the board’s 167 grant awards, totalling just over $83 million.

Five year plan to be considered by Board

By John Hecht
Of the Argonaut

Title: “Five-Year Plan for Higher Education” was first presented to the State Board of Education this summer. It was a response to the budget crunches of the 1980s. Drafted by Linda Staley, the board’s sub-academic staffer, the plan calls itself “both pragmatic and visionary,” and has been “excessively designed for the environment it addresses.”

Although the plan sets forth five goals, with accompanying strategies, at this meeting, the board will be considering only the “Introduction” and “Part I Overview of Environment.” Additional aspects will be taken up at the meetings in October and November.

As set forth this summer, the goals are:
To administrate and enhance the quality of education. This would be achieved by adopting statewide admission standards, improving retention and graduation rates; strengthening teacher education programs and attracting and retaining outstanding employees: faculty, staff and administrators.
To ensure affordability and accessibility. This would require stabilizing student fees; expanding financial aids; diminishing barriers for certain target groups (women, minorities, the handicapped) and facilitating transfer of students among institutions.
To maintain diversity, but avoid unnecessary duplication. This would require continuing central overview and coordination by the board of post-secondary programs and content.
To promote Idaho’s economic diversification. This would be accomplished by stressing postsecondary vocational/technical education; retraining programs; emphasizing programs that support development in areas which Idaho can maintain or achieve, a competitive advantage.

Looking for a ride back north to Calgary, Alberta, John Hallet, an architectural student, scans the advertisement board at the SUB.

Arnheim to “visit” campus

Rudolf Arnheim, professor emeritus of the psychology of art at Harvard University, will be the first of a set of visiting scholars to the UI this fall. Arnheim, who is a professor at the University of Michigan, will be on campus Sept. 15-28 and will meet with classes and give public lectures. The lecture, entitled “Complementary Problems, New Students with Identities,” will be held Sept. 18 at 7:30 p.m. in the auditorium of the College of Law.

Arnheim, 81, is a native of Berlin, and earned his doctorate from the University of Berlin in 1928. He was an editor for a cultural affairs magazine and a film publication until 1939, when he became a translator for the British Broadcasting Corporation in London.

He immigrated to the United States in 1946 and during World War II was with the Office of Radio Research at Columbia University and the John S. Guggenheim Memorial Foundation in New York City.

Arnheim joined the psychology faculty at Sarah Lawrence College in Bronxville, N.Y., in 1945, where he taught for 25 years. He was also a visiting lecturer to the graduate faculty of the New School for Social Research in New York City.

He was professor of the psychology of art at Harvard from 1968 to 1974, when he joined the faculty at the University of Michigan.

Also, Arnheim served two terms as president of the American Society for Aesthetics, and three terms as president of the Division on Psychology and the Arts of the American Psychological Association.

In 1976 he received an honorary doctorate from the University of Michigan.

Pictuires to be reshoot

Due to equipment and technical processing problems, the yellow copy of the identification card pictures taken during registration August 27 must have retaken.

The affected students must have the pictures retaken between 8:30 and 4:30 p.m. Thursday September 12 at the Student Union Building. In order to have pictures retaken students must bring the yellow copy of the registration fee receipt. The processing problems were discovered Friday, September 6 while the film was sorted, according to Registrar Jerry Reynolds.

Equipment malfunctions during registration were due to the placement of background transparencies in reverse, he said.

Photographers at registration were students working part-time for the controller’s office.

Reynolds said there will be no cost to students nor to the UI for the retaken pictures.

This is the first time in over five years there has been a problem of any kind with the identification card pictures, he said.

See Scholars, page 2
Focus your energy at Varian and bring your ideas into focus.

FDA approved medical linear accelerator used to fight cancer.

Varian’s University of Idaho Campus Manager will discuss professional opportunities at our slide presentation:

- **Monday, October 21, 1985**
- **6:30 p.m.** at the University Inn

All are welcome! Please sign up for on-campus interviews by calling:

- **Tuesday, October 22**
- **Contact your Placement Office for more information.**

Hey Guys! Get ready for

**ALPHA CHI OMEGA**
Frisbee Golf Tournament
Sept. 14 10:00 AM

**FUND PRIZES FREE BARBECUE**

All proceeds go to cystic fibrosis

Call 885-6512 for more information.

**TAKE A PEPPER HOT AIR BALLOON HOME**

Buy a Dr. Pepper and take this uniquely styled and colorfully designed 16 oz. Hot Air Balloon Glass home. **ONLY 89¢**

Collect an entire series at a great price while supplies last.

**TacoTime**

Amusing a fast food flavor

Lewiston = Clarkston

Moscow = Pullman
Political science profs storm the globe

By Errett Nelson
Of the Argonaut
Boulder and tracking
down members of The Univer-
sity of Colorado Senate
Department could prove diff-
cult.

Professors are lecturing and
doing research in New Zealand,
the United States, and while a visiting
academic scholar and a new
permanent Latin American
specialist have added expertise
to the faculty.

Fullbright Scholarships are
unknown; there is no Full-
bright program in this
semester. Professor Blank,
responsible for departmental
chairman Dr. Al
Rouyer, a Fulbright
In-Residence award brought
Dr. M. M. Puri to the UI this
semester from Tamil Nadu
University in India.

Awarded since 1947 by the
Council on International Ex-
change of Scholars and funded
by the U.S. Information Agency,
faculty Fullbrights conduct a
Fullbright program gives
Scholarships to graduate
students providing
stipends and pay travel costs
for American professors who let-
ture and do research abroad.
Foreign professors who come
to the United States receive
the same benefits, and in both
cases test institutions may also pro-
vide financial support.

Of the 286 Americans who
applied for Fulbright last year,
865 received grants, according
to the Fullbright Council's an-
nual report.

Applicants submit references,
academic qualifications, and a
research or teaching proposal,
including country preference, to
a CIES advisory committee.
Applications go under a two
stage peer review by the
committees, which are composed
distincted classrooms from
American colleges and univer-
sities. All fields of study are eligi-
ble for the Fullbright, said Nan-
ny Weller of the Idaho Research
Foundation, and about 100
countries currently send or receive
Fullbright scholars.

"It's a very prestigious
award," said Arthur Gittins,
managing director of the IIE.
"The competition is quite keen.

"He was contacted the UI that one professor a year is awarded a
Fulbright. Although foreign
recipients have visited the
UI campus, Puri is the only
recipient the know of to come
to the UI to teach.

Blank currently is at the
University of Canterbury in
Christchurch, New Zealand, lect-
uring and doing research on
biomedical policy, explained
Rouyer. Blank is interested in
new medical and ethical questions
that arise as medical
technologies advance, and has
written numerous books and ar-
ticles on subjects such as
defining human life, reversible
erstoration, and Baby Jane
Doe.

"He is really one of the leading
scholar in the field of
biomedical ethics," said Blank.

"He's one of the few faculty
members at the UI with a world-
wide reputation.

Washington State University is
sponsoring Blank's trip back to
the Palouse to participate in
this biomedical symposium
weekend in Pullman.

Marmaris University in Instan-
bul will be home for Rouyer
from January until June of next
year, where he will be teaching
international politics and rese-
arching population policy, or how
governmental policies affect
population and family planning.

Rouyer presented a paper
on the subject in this Italy, and
also studied Islamic history
in Cairo under a grant from the
National Council for U.S.-Arab
Relations.

"It's been a lucky year," said
Rouyer.

While on a fellowship at Pan-
jab University in 1979, Rouyer
met Puri.

"He's one of the most
distinguished scholars in Indian
political science," said Rouyer.

The Fullbright Committee en-
courages departments and in-
stitutions to share the services
of Scholarships to—Residence
professors, and joint-classroom
scholars with WSU offered such an opportu-
nity, according to Rouyer. He and a
WSU professor wrote a grant
proposing Puri teach joint
courses at the university, and
it was accepted by the Fullbright
Committee.

Puri teaches upper division
courses on Indian and subcon-
stituent politics, Soviet foreign
policy in Asia, and development
in modern Southeast Asia.

"He leads us on this
marvelous journey for 50
minutes, without notes, and it's
so clear," said student Cort Nor-
strom. "I don't care what the
tests are like, just so long as I
can sit there three times a
week."

Puri said his students are "a
bright bunch of young people—not
particularly informed about
the area (teach about, but eager
to learn.)"

He and Rouyer hope to write
a book about state politics in
North India during his stay.

Another new, but permanent-
member of the depart-
ment is Daniel Zinker, an expert
on Latin American politics who
has been teaching at Mankato
State University in Minnesota.

"He's the first Latin Americanist we've ever had, or
at least since the 1930's," said
Rouyer. "We really expect him
to pull us into Latin American."

During a two year Peace
Corps stint in Brazil in the ear-
ly 1970's, Zinker learned Por-
tuguese and also

See Pol Sci, page 6
AIDS isn't helping anyone

Mike Long

Over the years, men have become possessed with the desire to have bigger and fuller lives. To this end, medical science has sought to defeat every possible disease standing in the way. Yet, now AIDS raises its ugly head and it could possibly be the dirtiest and ugliest disease of them all, even surpassing the Black Plague. In the words of Dr. Paul Cameron, "Your life is on the line." Following information comes from his testimony before the King County Council, the joint Seattle-King County government. Cameron, a site champion of the Institute of the Scientific Investigation of Sexuality in Lincoln, Nebraska. His research and medical credentials are solid. Previous studies of his led to the recognition of the problem of "second-hand tobacco smoke," a term he coined. When that study was released, many of his peers in the medical profession didn’t believe him. They do now. They appear to be making that same mistake again. In their hands is a disease they don’t know much about, only theories. But instead of sharing those theories, like they gladly do with the "theory" of evolution, they decide to say nothing until they are absolutely sure and all the evidence is in. Until we— their guinea pigs— show how the disease can be contracted, by actually contracting and dying from it in every way possible, they will keep silent. Even if it has not been proven for certain that AIDS can be carried by moisture, there has been instances when it has. And this does not mean kissing, but could be simply by breath. On top of it, you can now pray you will never have need of a blood transfusion, for some of the blood supply has been contaminated. How would you know the blood, that is supposed to save your life, is safe? Yet, the medical profession has insisted, since the decision of the American Psychiatric Association in 1973, that it is the undeniable right of the homosexual to his own lifestyle. But that very lifestyle is endangering the life of this nation in the disease which, according to Cameron, has been imported from Zaire and bred here in the good old U.S.A.

The most recent victims (as of three weeks ago) of AIDS in California were a man and an 80-year-old grandmother. Although the gays imported AIDS (according to Cameron), it is now capable of killing all of us.

However, few people die of AIDS. Rather they die of other diseases, since their immunity is lowered. How many remember John Travolta in the movie, "The Boy in the Plastic Bubble?" The boy had no immunity defense system.

"But a cure is right around the corner. Doctors are miracle makers," or so the American public would like to believe. I wish that was true.

But if the flu virus, with three layers of protein, gave medical science a brick wall for years, what about AIDS with over a hundred layers of proteins. Scientists need to break each layer to destroy a virus.

To add the challenge, instead of having a definite incubation period, it takes two to six weeks (and maybe longer) for AIDS to rear its ugly head in the life of an individual.

Do we really want a slowly accumulating plague that is not very visible for years, and yet the most conservative estimate predicts at least 40,000 cases to appear in the next two-and-a-half years. But it could well number 500,000 by 1987. Doctors are betting that they can find a cure before the plague runs amok, but are they believable? Will they succeed in time?

And why the gay community? Why are they breeding this disease?

It is interesting to note that God said he would punish homosexuals. In Romans 2:26-27, it is written, "Because of this rejecting God, God gave them over to shameful lusts. Even their women exchanged natural relations for unnatural ones. In the same way the men also abandoned natural relations with women and were inflamed with lust for one another. Men committed indecent acts with one another, and received in themselves the due penalty for their perversion."

God’s wrath? Yes. On those who do the act and the society which permits it.
Violence creates a ‘jail’

Victoria Seever

Common walls built of stone may make good neighbors, but the walls of an apartment building are very thin. More than once I’ve been distracted from a text, or awakened late at night by the couple downstairs or across the hall.

Physical abuse is an issue. Or maybe society is just bringing it out of the closet. Or both. But it does raise a serious concern — along with rape and abortion — that college students haven’t shielded as a silent fear based in sexual innuendo.

What does one do when faced with a physically threatening situation? The least aggressive way out is to run, and the most protective is to take the kids with you. Don’t debate the problem standing in the path of a 10-ton Mack truck.

In fact, some states are prompting this evasive action by now automatically pressing charges on calls of domestic violence. I believe the intent is to impress an abuser such behavior is not to be tolerated by this society, and to convince the victim such suffering is not to be tolerated. Most deaths from domestic violence occur after the police have been called in repeatedly.

It would seem Denise Willard is one woman the spirit of the law reached. Perhaps you’ve read about this recent incident? Apparently Denise and her husband were arrested in January under Washington’s new domestic violence code. According to her, after counseling attempts failed, she took the children and went to a shelter, first in Spokane, and then in Lewiston.

Upon moving to an apartment and preparing to initiate divorce proceedings, she discovered her husband had filed “custodial interference” charges, which are akin to kidnapping, and a felony in Washington.

When she went to the Clarkston police department to see about the charges, she was arrested. Since the charges were initiated in Spokane, Clarkston was not required to provide her with legal counsel, and she could have been kept in jail for 60 days waiting extradition. Via the YWCA, local churches raised bond and she was freed.

Whatever their personal domestic problems are, and however many sides are at issue, it seems this woman was trapped by the laws intended to protect her and the children. Moreover, those laws may have instead intimidated other women to remain in the home, rather than risk jail to boot.

But laws can be fixed. I only hope justice won’t required a sacrificial victim first, or the blood of children.

And I hope women in need of the law will find the courage to challenge the law itself if they have to in order to simply run from the hospital emergency room, or the mosque. As for the rest of us, let us have a care equal to their need and the courage to forestall the blows, legal and otherwise.

Registration can help your club

Editor:

This is an open letter to all clubs and organizations on campus.

You are all invited to become registered University of Idaho clubs. It is a very simple procedure, and really pays off in the long run.

When your club is registered, you can apply for rooms in university buildings, including the SUB. Your club name appears on a list of all registered organizations. This is handed out to students and high school seniors who will be entering the university. Any students that are interested in your club activities will be able to come to the ASUI offices and find out how to get in touch with your club.

Help youngsters learn to swim

Editor:

The University of Idaho Kindergarten, located in the Education Building, is looking for some volunteers to assist with our swim program. No previous experience is necessary, just a willingness to bring a smile to the face of a five-year-old child.

Another added benefit is registered organizations that meet certain requirements can apply to the ASUI Activities Board for funding of club projects and activities.

All you need to do to register is see me in the Activities Board Office, or Karen in the ASUI office and pick up the registration forms and fill them out. All clubs that aren’t registered by the 20th of this month will not make it into the ASUI Organization Handbook, and will be charged for room reservations in certain campus buildings.

All clubs need to register this year, even if you did last year.

Roselind Willersh-Pierce
Activities Board Chairman

Jennea Kirkwood
Kindergarten Teacher
Lambda Chi to start anew
By Edley Nelson
Of the Argonaut
Four months after the UI chapter's charter was revoked, staff members of the Interna-
tional Board for the Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity are on campus seeking new members to repopulate the house.
Last spring, the board decided to close the house on Deakin Avenue, kittoycorner from the SUB, because of finan-
cial problems caused by low membership, according to Lambda Chi Alpha national representatives Bill Marks and Bob London.
The men will be on campus until Sept. 18, promoting the fraternity, which is the third largest in the world in terms of the number of chapters, and signing up new members.
"It is a totally new organisation," said London, though four former members have express-
ed interest in joining a new chapter. Their applications will be review individually, he said.
London said the house's decline in membership "wasn't something that happened over-
sight." He compared it to a spreading cancer, and said members became accustomed to low membership.
"It becomes very difficult to have a strong fraternity when you haven't been exposed to one," he said.
London said upperclassmen, as well as freshman and sophomores are encouraged to talk with the representatives in the SUB during the day.
"There's no commitment," said Marks. "We'll talk about fraternities, about the Greek system to prosper.
"The men said UI Greeks have been supportive with positive attitudes and offers of assistance, and said the en-
couragement was appreciated and understandable.
"A strong chapter makes a strong system," said London, "and that helps everybody out." 
Bob Champlin, vice-president of the Beta Theta Pi fraternity, said that although forming a strong chapter from scratch may be difficult, it can be done.
"You'd have to be really motivated," he said. "It would take a lot of time, but with the right people it would be pretty easy.
"London, a Lambda Chi Alpha alumnus and full-time staff member, said the fraternity would have to meet several criteria to be granted a charter, including financial stability, and a minimum membership of 60. Eighty percent of the members must be involved in an extra-
curricular activity, said London. Clubs, honor organizations, and intramural sports are among the qualifying activities.
"It's very exciting to start something new," said London. He explained that the rule prevents members from becom-
ing too involved in the fraternity.
"It's so thing's stays in the pro-
per perspective.
The Lambda Chi representa-
tives are seeking a "well-
rounded membership" compos-
ed of individuals with diverse in-
terests. They said the new mem-
bers will decide what kind

Lambda Chi, page 8

CAUTION!
SOME PEOPLE CONSIDER THESE BOOKS DANGEROUS

BANNED BOOKS WEEK-
CELEBRATING THE FREEDOM TO READ

BANNED BOOKS WEEK
SEPTEMBER 7-14, 1985

UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO BOOK STORE

APPLICATION DEADLINE TODAY

Many positions available
Call the ASUI at 869-6331

TONE up your muscles and feel GOOD about yourself: come to
Body Conditioning
where: Upham-Gault 2nd floor party room
(old cafeteria)
when: Monday through Thursday
6:30 pm - 7:30 pm starts Monday, Sept. 9!
$10 per class or $5 for 15 classes
for more info. call: Monica Cress 889-7596. Rm. 718

SPEED READING, NOTE TAKING AND STUDY SKILLS

Workshops at
The Learning Resource Center,
on Tuesdays, beginning Sept. 10.
4 - 5:30 p.m.
All Students Welcome

A PROGRAM OF THE LEARNING RESOURCE CENTER
(next to the Satellite SUB)

N. 122 GRAND FULLMAN 322-RAGS

We're more than re-sale fashions...

RICO-SHAY

SEPTE 18 WEDNESDAY ONLY!!
50% OFF ALL USED CLOTHING
(it's our 3rd anniversary)
New Pro tem looks at job, views concerns

By Megan Galdo
The Argonaut

Scott Seid, the newly selected ASUI Senate Pro Tempore, Larry Seid, thinks his new position "a little bit more" than being a senator. "After all, I've got a whole senate to run now," he said. Seid, a 19 and a junior in business management, was elected at last week's senate meeting. His responsibilities are many. If ASUI Vice President Mike Trail, vacates his post for any reason, Seid steps in. He will run all senate pre-session meetings, serve as chair of senate's Ways and Means Committee, and make sure senators are keeping their office hours and attending their living groups.

The new Pro Tem was Gary Lindberg. "I think he did a good job," commented Seid. "But I think I'll keep a closer eye on whether senators visit their living groups."

As Pro Tem, Seid serves as President of the Senate. Seid calls it the "overseer of the senate" for the "go-between the executive branch and the senate." If any senator has a disagreement with President Freund and Mike Trail, he can discuss it with Seid. On it it should be discussed with Seid. "If there is a problem, I think they would be forced to look it up, rather than letting it grow," he said. "I feel personally that it's something that could be done."

"I also think the senate has to make the golf course more self-supportive."

On the recent dismissal of senility in the senate in the case of Scott Seid last being removed from the academic side, and appointed to GOA. Seid explained, "It is not the first time this has happened. Incom-}

CLASSIFIEDS

1. APARTMENTS FOR RENT
As low as $89 per month. Student Housing being drawn rooms, brightly painted, well in established neighborhood. One bedroom $230, two bedroom $330. 3055 U.S. 95 W., Moscow. Call 866-4721; 532-5302.

2. TRADERS FOR RENT
Trailer for rent, 2 bedroom fully furnished. $1100 per month. Call 748-0128.

3. TRADERS FOR SALE

4. ROOMMATES
Room available in two bedroom house, furnished, all utilities paid. St. Marks. 882-8700.

5. JOBS
Work with Moscow Team Coach and ski on weekends. Hourly and seasonal employment. 322-0400. 7th & E.

6. FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Bicycles - I have several good 10 speed and 2-speeds to sell. 882-6617.

7. AUTOMOBILES

9. LIGHT AND HEATING
Gentlemen: Need someone to do cleaning work on weekends. Call 748-1120.

10. WANTED
Early 70's Deluxe P.O. Peter Body, Q.K. in excellent condition. Call 883-3023.

11. ANNOUNCEMENTS
3/8 inch by 3/4 inch by 1 inch. Include your name, address and phone number, and the item you want to sell, to the appropriate section. Call 741-7849. 81-

12. DISC BRAKE SERVICE
$88.00

If semi-metallic disc pads are required, add $14

- New front disc pads, repack front wheel bearings, resurface front rotors. Conventional rear-wheel drive vehicles. Prices vary for front wheel drive. Caliper overhaul $11 each if needed. Hydraulic service is recommended if needed for safe vehicle operation.

MUFFLERS
Lifetime Warranty
$29.95

Most cars & pickups

Add $15.00 for installations

2nd & Washington, Moscow
882-8919

Martin's auto service center

200 N.E. Stadium Way, Pullman
332-7551
SUB offers a broad range of services

By Michael Hoberman

The SUB, which is available that cooperative its series into 1986 Bain.

Small films such as Romancing the Stone and Beverly Hills Cop will be shown. Schedules for the Friday night series are available at the Information Desk.

The third floor of the SUB is a region unto itself, a place on campus that is buzzing with activity long after most of the rest of the building is shut down. In the west wing of this floor, which students can exchange information about rides and riders. Telephone numbers are free access to university and Moscow numbers are located near the Information Desk.

The Vandal Lounge sports a big-screen TV and comfortable chairs, and those needing a bar or dance venue can visit the "Sheen Madness" or "Karmelkorn." The main floor is also home to the SUB and SUB Offices.

The SUB Ballroom is the site of dances, lectures, concerts, and the occasional Borah Symposium. The Borah Theater, located in the SUB, is also used for concerts, but is better known as the home of SUB Films.

The SUB is a haven for "old classics and cinematic dreams," according to its director, Rob Beiser. "We've got all sorts of weird stuff," said Lane. However, the small films are not always available on campus before, because of special interest to graduate students and engineers.

Courses offered by the SUB are taught by the SUB staff. "We have a good sense of what the students want," said Veetrus. "There may be a need, but there may not be time to do it."

The SUB's location on the eastern edge of campus puts it out of easy walking distance to some, and Veetrus called the Satellite SUB "a temporary solution at best" to the problem.

"A Union Campus Center is the center of the campus would be a more serviceable facility," said Veetrus. "There may be a need, but there may not be funds to accomplish this," he said.

"It's uncertain when the SUB will undergo its next major metamorphosis. Until that time it will continue to serve as a water hole to some and a computer center to others. And, within the limitations of money, space and location, it will continue to change, motivated by the same force that inspired its growth in the 1930s-40s need.

Lambda Chi, from page 1

of impression they will project to the UI community.

"They will determine that they are skilled" students, said London, adding that it usually takes five years for a fraternity to develop a specific reputation.

It normally takes one or two years in a "colony stage" before an establishment is ready to build a house meets all criteria and issues its charter to its representatives. They expect the UI's house to become an official chapter in that time.

Job Announcement

Residence Hall Nightwatch Staff

POSITION: Residence Hall Nightwatch Staff

EMPLOYMENT DATE: September 16, 1986 through December 20, 1986

Duties include:

- patrol and informing of on-campus buildings
- checking and informing the Tower information booth to assist Resident Advisors and Area Coordinators and to supervise the female residence halls.

Meetings with the Nightwatch Coordinator will take place once each week.

A CPR instructor certification course will be required on a regular basis during the semester.

Nightwatch, with training received in these courses, will become an advisory service for the Resident Advisor staff and will conduct training sessions for them as well as for future Nightwatch staff members.

COMPENSATION: $4.00/hr for on-duty and meeting hours.

APPLICATION:

Pick up an application form from the Student Advisory Services office, room 241, and return to the same office by September 15th.
Vandals give away 43-28 opener to OSU Beavers

By Greg Kilmer
Of the Argonaut

This one had it all.

Fast starts, comebacks, fights, ejections, records, controversy, turnovers (plenty), bands without instruments, defense and a real good show of offense, all and all this was a heck of a college football game.

But the University of Idaho football team will remember it just as the "One that got away."

Seven big turnovers at crucial points was the UI downfall, as they dropped their season opener 43-28 to the Oregon State Beavers Saturday in Corvallis.

Before a Pac-10 crowd of 26,451 (OSU is not in session, thus the make shift band with ghetto blasters), the Vandals let a 16 point lead slip through their fingers, mostly due to their own misgiving.

The Vandals put 16 quick first quarter points on the board, a 23 yard field goal by Brian Decilio and two touchdown runs from freshman Greg Dial (from 45 yards and from one). "We flat gave it away, no fumbles or bunts about it," UI head coach Dennis Erickson said.

"When you give up 14 points without touching the ball with your kicking game, it's tough to win," Erickson added.

What Erickson was referring to was the Vandals inability to handle two fourth quarter kickoffs.

The first of the two miscues came after the Beaver's Jim Nelson hit his second of two fourth period field goals to give OSU a 29-26 lead.

Nelson's line drive kickoff fooled returning Mike Johnston enough to dive for the ball only to have it bound off his hands and into a host of Beavers at the Idaho eight-yard line.

One play later, redshirt freshman Erik Williams hit All Pac-10 receiver Reggie Bynum (11 catches for 162 yards) for his fourth TD reception (OSU record) to give the Beavers a 36-26 lead with 5:30 left on the Parker Stadium scoreboard.

Following a high snap from center, Vandal Dan Black sliced through to smother the Beaver boot and the ball trickled through the end zone for a Vandal safety.

"At the time, scoring that safety was better than a touchdown because it gave us the ball again and a chance to tie the game," Erickson said of the Vandal two-pointer. "We were going to get the ball whereas if we would have got the touchdown, we would have had to kick off." But it really didn't come into play as the OSU free kick from their 20, the Vandals allowed, as if it were a punt and failed to cover the kick. The Beavers recovered on the Idaho nine and one play later, Darwin Malone went wide for the stoppage and the game's last score.

"We had a good chance to tie the ballgame, what there was still about two minutes (2:06 left,)" Erickson said after the game. "I don't know what they did receiving team were thinking. Obviously, I didn't do a very good job of coaching them.

But even before the two turnover there were other crucial plays that hindered the Vandals chances to win their opener.

The first controversial play happened at the 12:40 mark in the second period.

Quarterback Scott Linehan headed right after a broken play and headed up the OSU sideline for a 10 yard gain. Wide receiver Eric Yarber cracked back on OSU corner back Brian McAlary.

"When I was coming in, I threw a block on this guy and I ended up on the ground and he was standing over me. I asked him to get off me, the 160 pound Yarber said afterwards. "When I said that, he started kicking me. When I got up, he took a swing at me, so I swung back. The official didn't do a very good job of getting him out and wasn't going to kick him out, but he later did.

"He was trying to intimidate me, but I didn't want to fight," Yarber said. "But he just threw one too many punches." Erickson was soon quiet about the incident after the game, his feelings were obvious.

"I don't want to comment about it," Erickson said of the second quarter scrap. "These Pac-10 refs seem to have all the answers though."

The next OSU miscue followed an impressive drive in the third quarter with the Vandals trailing 26-23. Starting at their own 20, the Vandals marched to the Oregon State 17.

"It was there that Linehan hit Big Mike for his seventh reception at the Beaver five yard line.

Idaho quarterback Scott Linehan boasts an OSU defender and the clock into the end zone just before the ball during Saturday's game in Corvallis. Argonaut Photo by Deb Gilbertson

One play later, Mike Johnston dropped his redshirt tag and rushed into the OSU backfield.

Later, Mike Johnston capped the Beavers' season opener with a 30 yard TD run to give the Beavers a 43-28 victory over the Vandals.
Women finish 2nd
donald named MVP

By Chris Schulte
Of the Argonaut

The University of Idaho and
Coach Fullerton women's
volleyball teams proved
themselves the cream of the
Cavamauh's Idaho tourna-
ment crop, as they both entered
the final game of the tournament at
3-0.

On Friday, the Vandals thumped Eastern Washington
15-9, 15-7 and 15-7. Later that
night, Idaho went four games in
defeating rival Washington
State 15-5, 15-10, 9-15 and
15-5.

Saturday, the women knock-
ed off Gonzaga 15-11, 15-1 and
15-7 to set up the match of the
unseasons.

In the opening game, the
Titos of Fullerton surrendered
the first point only to reel off 12
straight to easily defeat the Van-
dals 15-2.

At this point it appeared the
Vandals may have been a little
overmatched but in game two,
they jumped to a 5-1 lead and
never looked back in grabbing a
15-8 decision to the match at
ones.

The third game proved to be
the most exciting as Fullerton
jumped out to a 6-1 lead but the
UW showed character by roaring
back to take a 7-6 lead. The
game see-sawed back and forth
until CSF snuck ahead 14-13
and serving game point. But the
Vandals stole the serve back
and followed with three straight
points to win 16-14 to take a 2-1
lead.

Kelley Neely, Laura Burns
and Robin Jordan made
numerous great plays to keep
the Vandals in the game.
The fourth and fifth games
saw the Vandals fall victim to
early, large deficits and never
recover as they dropped 15-7
and 15-3 contests to finish
runner-up in the first ever
tourney.

Idaho coach Pam Bradetich,
though disappointed, saw
numerous pleasant sights on
the court throughout the
weekend.

"We played in sports, there
were times of brilliance and
then times of mediocrity," Bradetich said. "Now we need to
work through the mediocrity
for more consistency, which will
come with more playing time."

Bradetich was pleased with
the freshmen who kept their
"composure" well for the first
time at the college level.

As for any difference between
her team and Fullerton that
could have been the deciding
factor, Bradetich stated, "They
out hustled us at crucial times
and won the long rallies. That
will usually be the difference in
a close match, so they deserve
it."

The tourney was highlighted
by Jordan being named MVP
and Kelley Neely joining her on
the All-Tourney team. They
both, as did the whole Vandal
squad, showed that they will be
a force to be reckoned with all
year.

Idaho now travels to Whit-
worth on Tuesday, then heads
to the University of Wyoming
invite this coming weekend.
**Woman takes first contest**

Martha Kaisaki, 538 NE Blake, is the season's first winner of the Tri-State Argonaut "Pick the Winners" contest.

Kaisaki correctly picked 16 of the 19 weekly contest to edge out three others who had missed only four.

All four, Eileen Weaver, Rob Simpson, F. I. Jackson and Kaisaki all missed Portland States surprising win over Montana State.

The Memphis State-Mississippi game was thrown out because of ending in a tie.

Kaisaki also picked both tie-breakers correctly, picking Oregon State by 10 and WSU by 10.

Argonaut Sports Editor struggled his way into picking 12 of 17 for the first week of predictions.

"I was too excited about getting down to Corvallis," Kilmer whined. "But who in their right mind could have picked Portland State over MU and those damn Temple Owls almost pulled out my upset of the week. This week starts my comeback through." This week's games were selected by Kilmer with an emphasis on the Michigan/Notre Dame game.

"A word to the wise, go with ND all year long," Kilmer predicted. "Jerry Faust is going to save his job this season. The Irish will be strong this year."

For all interested in competing in this week's contest, fill out your entry and take it to Tri-State before noon on Friday. The box for your entries is located on the Sporting Good Section's counter.

Tri State and the Argonaut

---

**Unframed Corner**

- We still need official entries are due Tuesday, Sept. 10.
- Softball Captain's Meeting...Thursday, Sept. 12, 4:30 pm in UCC 108.
- Intramurals are for everyone!! GET INVOLVED!!!

---

**Outdoor Corner**

**OUTDOOR PROGRAM MOUNTAIN GROUP MEETING—Thursday Sept. 12, 7:30 pm, SUB Appaloosa rm. Open to all, the Mountain Group provides adventurous people a time and place to meet, share info, plan trips and pursue outdoor activities. Slides from previous trips and a video from a recent Mt. Everest climb will be shown.**

**ROCKCLIMBING, MOUNTAIN CLIMBING, BACKPACKING ...**

---

**Melhart in '88**

Although the 1984 Olympics have just recently passed, one member of the University of Idaho Athletic Department already has his mind on the 1988 games.

UI head athletic trainer recently participated in a National Water Polo Elite Training Camp at the U.S. Olympic Training Center at Colorado Springs, Colo.

Melhart was chosen for the camp by the national governing body which attempts to identify potential Olympians.

He trained with 45 other potential players Aug. 4-10.

---

**There's adventure and an important job waiting for you.**

---

**LSAT Preparation Class**

Sept. 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18

7 - 9 pm

UCC—Rm. 103

University of Idaho

Fee $41.00

Text is Required

Lectures cover LSAT subjects including: reading comprehension, logical reasoning, analytical reasoning, facts and figures, and practice LSAT Exams given. Instructors include Craig Lewis, U of I Law Professor and Bill Voxxum, U of I Mathematics Professor.

For Pre-Registration or further information, call the University of Idaho office of Continuing Education at (208) 885-6486.

---

**Argonaut**

**Tri-State Argonaut**

Pick the Winners Contest

Win a $25 Tri-State gift certificate

Name

Address

City _ State __

ZIP

Phone __________

Deliver entries to Tri-State, located on the Pullman Highway in Moscow. Box will be located on Sporting Good Area's counter.

1. Contest is open to all University of Idaho students, faculty and staff. Argonaut mail subscribers are also eligible.

2. Contestants must submit only one entry form per week.

3. Forms must be filled out completely and correctly.

4. The entry deadline is noon on Friday before the games. The Argonaut is not responsible for entries that are lost or delayed.

5. Tie games cancel out.

---

**Tri-Stat**

KINKO'S

Lecture cover LSAT subjects including: reading comprehension, logical reasoning, analytical reasoning, facts and figures, and practice LSAT Exams given. Instructors include Craig Lewis, U of I Law Professor and Bill Voxxum, U of I Mathematics Professor.

For Pre-Registration or further information, call the University of Idaho office of Continuing Education at (208) 885-6486.

---

**1-800-426-3626**

**UNITED STATES NAVY**

---

**Intramural Corner**

- We still need official entries are due Tuesday, Sept. 10.
- SOFTBALL CAPTAIN'S MEETING...Thursday, Sept. 12, 4:30 pm in UCC 108.
- Intramurals are for everyone!!! GET INVOLVED!!!

---

**Outdoor Corner**

**OUTDOOR PROGRAM MOUNTAIN GROUP MEETING—Thursday Sept. 12, 7:30 pm, SUB Appaloosa rm. Open to all, the Mountain Group provides adventurous people a time and place to meet, share info, plan trips and pursue outdoor activities. Slides from previous trips and a video from a recent Mt. Everest climb will be shown.**

**ROCKCLIMBING, MOUNTAIN CLIMBING, BACKPACKING ...**

---

**Melhart in '88**

Although the 1984 Olympics have just recently passed, one member of the University of Idaho Athletic Department already has his mind on the 1988 games.

UI head athletic trainer recently participated in a National Water Polo Elite Training Camp at the U.S. Olympic Training Center at Colorado Springs, Colo.

Melhart was chosen for the camp by the national governing body which attempts to identify potential Olympians.

He trained with 45 other potential players Aug. 4-10.
This is work?

Greg Kilmer

My experience at Idaho was a wonderful one. I enjoyed the school and the community. We had some great wins and some tough losses. The fans were always supportive and we had a lot of fun. The coaches were great teachers and mentors. I learned a lot about football and life in general. I met some great people and formed lasting friendships. It was a time of growth and development for me. I am grateful for the experience.

A LOT OF CAPTAINS OF INDUSTRY STARTED OUT AS SECOND LIEUTENANTS.

Sure the Beavers got us by 15 but it was a hell of an offensive show with the backfield and the Vandals.

The Vandals rolled up and down Parker Stadium's carpet for 478 total yards compared to the Beavers 394.

The UI statistically had more yards on the ground and in the air, more first downs and more possession time, where we died in that we also had more turnovers, they can be corrected.

While up in the OSU orange very, very orange press box, I had the pleasure to sit in front of ex-Vandal and current Beaver Dee Andros. If there is one thing the Great Pumpkins enjoys more than good food, it's good football. This ex-coach was extremely impressed with the Vandals style of offense.

"I don't know how he [Dennis Erickson] does it," Andros exclaimed after a big third down catch by the UI's Ron Oliver. "How he gets guys so wide open is beyond me."

Even in the press booth's cat box, that rough of bird Ralph Miller had good words for the Vandals. After introducing himself to the OSU roundball coach, he said, "I tell you what son, you've got one of the most exciting teams I've ever seen."

So keep the faith out there, don't start backing out of these bets you've made, this team is a $8 maker.

And for all you who plan on taking a little jaunt to Flagstaff, open your wallets, give me a call. I've got an ice cream that holds a cold pack and doubles nicely as a poker table.

Vandals, from page 9

line. The Idaho tight end was hit after catching the ball. As he struggled to get into the end zone, he lost control of the ball and squirmed into the end zone and out of bounds for an OSU touchback.

"He was just trying to get in too much," Erickson said.

Auker was the leading receiver for the Vandals with 11 catches for 141 yards. Erickson, even with his own team's mistakes, did have good words for Oregon State, particularly coach Dave Kragthorpe, qb with whomwide out Bynum.

"They're a much more disciplined team under Dave's the #15 football coach, he'll do well there," Erickson said. "Wilhelm is going to be a fine quarterback, he played real well tonight."

"We tried to just rush our front four but we needed more pressure," Erickson added. "But blitzing is dangerous when the other team has a guy like Bynum."

It was Kragthorpe's first game as the OSU head man and Wilhelm's first at Oregon. It was also the first time that the Beaver had won a season opener since 1981.

Idaho returns to Moscow to prepare for Montana State next. Mankato hosted Wisconsin-Whitewater 48-7 in their season opener.

Hear it through the GRAPEVINE...

SUB happenings and films.

ASU

• Events
• Performances
• Dances
• Ticket information
• Speakers, Issues and Forums

A service to you from the SUB
Call and just listen
885-6160

SPORTS

Idaho from Aurora University (IL) where she served as the head trainer for the past three years. A graduate of the University of Wisconsin, Brockhaus spent two years as a graduate assistant trainer at the University of South Dakota while completing her Master's degree in Physical Education.

In addition to her athletic training experiences, she brings to the position an extensive teaching background having served as a physical education instructor while at Aurora as well as teaching graduate level courses in care and prevention of athletic injuries at USD.

"Jaan comes with impressive athletic training credentials and we are looking forward to her association with our sport's medicine program," said Assistant Athletic Director Kathy Clark.

Brockhaus too

The University of Idaho announced July 25 that Patrick Swafford has been named head tennis coach, pending final Board of Regents approval.

Swafford, 33, comes to Idaho from the University of California at Santa Cruz where he served as the women's tennis coach for the last three years. He also spent one year as an assistant coach at the University of Denver.

A graduate of San Jose State, Swafford brings to the position extensive playing and teaching experience as well as an impressive business and marketing background.

Prior to accepting the position at Southern Mississippi, Swafford spent four years as manager and club pro at the Southern Racket Club in Biloxi, Md. and most recently served as marketing manager for a California based satellite antenna firm.

"We look forward to Patrick's association with the UI tennis and we know he will provide the impetus to continue and further develop our strong men's and women's tennis traditions," said Assistant Athletic Kathy Clark.
Belafonte was disappointing

By Eric Fanning
Of the Argonaut

The lights dimmed, the audience settled, and the concert began. Harry Belafonte, singer, songwriter and resistor performed Saturday evening at the Beasley Performing Arts Center in Pullman.

The almost three hour concert was just that a three hour concert. I left the center with a feeling of disappointment with a performer that I had heard much about.

Belafonte has accomplished a great deal with his own special brand of music, an interesting mixture of folk, reggae, and calypso. He sings with style and confidence but Saturday night the excitement just wasn't there.

Performing before an audience of 2,200, Belafonte could not keep the people in their seats. Before the concert was even half over people were filtering out.

Perhaps it was the atmosphere of the evening. Dad's Weekend at Washington State University is not the right climate to introduce a theme as important and powerful as the black struggle in South Africa.

Belafonte is currently very involved in raising money for USA for Africa and participated in the "We Are the World" album. The concert was almost a tribute to the black movement in South Africa. Within his band were two South African guitarists who have been in the USA for only three weeks. They were specifically invited by Belafonte to join his tour in the USA.

Which leads to what was the best part of the concert. A South African singer, Letta Mbulu. Mbulu sang for almost half of the concert. Her performance is what not only made the concert enjoyable but also exciting and fresh.

She sang with conviction for a cause that also obviously feels strongly about dedicating most of her songs to black leaders in South Africa.

"We had the land and they had the Bible and when they left, we had the Bible and they had the land," was her comment on the Dutch immigrants that originally settled in South Africa.

Her style was dynamic singing a brand of music that I have never heard of. It was jazz with a definite African influence.

When she left the stage I looked forward to her next appearance.

The band and backup singers were also impressive showing a great deal of talent and innovation. The four backup singers provided more entertainment and excitement than I have ever seen in other concerts.

Belafonte did have his moments of beauty. Singing calypso and a song dedicated to Marcus Garvey were two definite high points in a concert that at times dragged.

The second half of the concert also picked up momentum. Belafonte was at his best working with audience participation. If only the whole concert could have been one big sing-along.

A constant heard during intermission was the lack of his old standards but during the second half he certainly provided

They sang songs from almost twenty years ago such as "Melinda" and "The Girl from Kingston Town".

Belafonte drew a diverse audience and the concert were many young people with their parents perhaps the result of Dad's Weekend at WSU. In the end Belafonte is a great man proving his dedication to music and in less than twenty years of work in the music business and with humanitarian causes.

But the excitement wasn't with Belafonte Saturday night and perhaps Belafonte is at his best working with people or sharing his music with a private audience.

Walk has low turnout

By Karen Natuski
Of the Argonaut

Dawned in white lab coats, safety goggles in place, white gloves protecting their hands, members of the UI chemistry department set off on their mission. "We are working with dust. We want to make sure there isn't an excessive amount of dust on the UI campus," said Nick Natuski, an assistant professor of chemistry.

Actually, Natuski's real mission was the Campus Walk, where he and 30 other people walked around the campus to raise money and awareness for the campus walkway system.

"Some people don't realize we have a walkway system," said Walk Coordinator, Jeanne McHale. McHale and her fellow members of the Campus Planning Committee organized the Walk, which took place Friday Sept. 8, to show people the walkway system.

Walkers Lisa and Jodi Hansus turned out for the walk because, "We figure it is a good investment if we get them (the walk) done..." Neither want the walkway to look like streets an any more. Lisa Hansus commented that they have watched people on campus since reading about the event in the Argonaut. They found out about the Walk through the Argonaut.

Belafonte did not quite live up to the expectations of his audience in last Saturday's performance at the Beasley Performing Arts Center at Washington State University. Photo/Bureau/Lawn Derrich
“Walk,” from page 13

that “everybody” walks on the sidewalks. “There’s too many people on campus for everyone to walk on the sidewalks,” she said.

Walker-Jennie Davy of the Alumni office and her dog

Bert found the walk “A fun thing to do on a fall-Friday afternoon.”

Davey would like to see more lighting put in around the walks as well as more flowers.

Prizes were given out at the end of the walk by UI president Dr. Richard Gibb. Walk Walk T-shirts and mobile phones were just a few of the prizes donated by various university departments. First prize was a painting done by Terry Armstrong, assistant to the chancellor. Lois Plumer of the Alumni office won the framed picture of an Indian and plans to hang it in her office before taking it home.

Grand prize was a giant pumpkin from Gibb’s garden. Elizabeth Billingham of Troy was the recipient of the 70 pound squash.

Movie Review

Sense is a good concert film

By Pat Heelan

Of the Argonaut

Lisa David Byrnes, lead singer and creative genius behind The Talking Heads, you may become introspective as he does in the tune “Once in a Lifetime.”

You may ask yourself “What am I doing here? This is not my beautiful U.C.C.I. My God, what have I done?” What you may have done is to have seen “Stop Making Sense,” directed by Jonathan Demme and starring Byrne and his band in footage from four concerts.

I had given up on concert films for some time, but the reputation of this 1984 movie had long preceded its arrival to town. Fortunately it left out a couple of things which ruin this type of film; namely long boring interviews and endless shots of band equipment being set up.

“Sense” did not rely upon shots of the cheering crowd to bolster the band’s image; the audience is rarely seen or heard, so the attention is focused on the group.

The sound level is such as to enjoy the music, not to be blasted out of your seat by it. For a Talking Heads fan there are plenty of good tunes: “Bur- ning Down the House,” “Take Me to the River,” “Life During Wartime,” “Psycho Killer,” and “Girlfriend is Better,” are played among others.

The music is performed with unique style, characterized by Byrne’s antics on stage. He becomes more and more loose as he progresses from the first number through the later ones of the first concert footage.

At its peak Byrne can be called the “Rubber Band Man.” His movements are difficult to describe except maybe as artistically nomadic. He seems to combine self-styled psychotherapy with his music.

The combination produces a lot of fun for those on stage and off. At one point Byrne does a huge suit which accentuates every move he makes. The wide-eyed unblinking singer is hilarious.

I especially enjoyed the clear singing of the female backup vocalists, who complemented Byrne well with their higher vocals and great dancing.

Tina Weymouth, the bass player, serves as the “straight woman” although she can be very funny as well. My favorite song is the one about home which is a smoothly flowing number with a distinctly oriental flavor. One percussion uses many unique instruments which, along with Byrne’s vocals and lyrics, set this group apart.

Some interesting effects were done with the lighting. A blue light used in “Take Me to the River” causes the group to appear as ghosts.

A white light from below distorts the band’s features so as to make them appear as parts of faces rather than whole. When the entire stage is cast in red, the characters and their instruments look to be mere shadows.

So what is this band’s message? The Talking Heads could be telling us to stop being only rational thinkers and to release our emotional and artistic sides. Let the child play awhile and leave the adult at home or at the U.C.C.

The U.S. is a country which emphasizes mind power at the expense of fun. No charge for the therapy, just make a little less sense, please.

Bill Varman, Terry Armstrong and Bill McLoughlin joined other faculty and staff members for a brisk walk to support the campus walkway system. Terry Armstrong carries first prize, one of his paintings. Photo Bureau/Gayle Williamson
'Macklin' is sponsored in part by Twice Sold Tales, dealers in used books (882-8781). Just down from the Micro.

International buffs prepare for Fair

By Michael Heberman

African marimba music, twig furniture and ethnic foods ranging from Hawaiian to Iraqi will all be a part of this year's International Food Fair in downtown Moscow.

Twelve food booths and 22 crafts people will line Main St. this Saturday for the annual event, which will start at 10 a.m. and go until 5 p.m.

Promoter Tim Kendall said that the highlight of this year's festival will be the performance of Gwiyal — Sukatst, a Seattle-based marimba band and dance troupe, who will perform at the music stage from 3 to 4 p.m.

"The cultural experience is really unusual," said Kendall. The group, made up of natives of Zimbabwe and two Americans, features contemporary African dance with music played on drums, shakers, marimbas and whistles.

Four children are members of the group, which is known for getting the audience involved in their performances.

"If you can talk you can sing, if you can walk, you can dance," said Laura Lou Childs Dat. lead dancer and director of the group, has said. The group will host a dance workshop from noon until 1 p.m. in Friendship Square. Dancers of all ages and ability levels are invited to participate. There is a $5 fee for the workshop.

Local musicians such as The Old-Time Fiddlers and the Voxman Brass Quartet will also perform throughout the day, sending musical notes through the air to mix with the smells of foods from around the world.

CALENDAR

MOVIES

Teen Wolf — 5:15, 7:15 and 9:15 p.m. at the University 4, PG
Silverado — 5, 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. at the University 4, PG-13
Pretz's Honor — 4:45, 7 and 9:15 p.m. at the University 4, R
The Gods Must Be Crazy — 5, 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. at the University 4, PG
Back to the Future — 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. at the Kenworth, PG
Fletch — 7 and 9 p.m. at the Audium, PG
Fonk's Big Adventure — 7 and 9 p.m. and 4:15 p.m. also on Sundays at the NuArt, PG
Volunteers — 7 and 9:15 p.m. and 4 p.m. on Sunday also at the Cordova, R
Stop Making Sense — 5, 7 and 9 p.m. at the Micro Cinema through Wednesday. Paris, Texas will begin Thursday at 5 and 8 p.m.

PREVIEW '85
An album will be played on KUID-FM, 89.3 each night at 10:05 p.m.
Monday 9/10 — Roy Buchanan, When a Guitar Plays the Blues
Wednesday 9/11 — Mission of Burma, The Horrible Truth
Thursday 9/12 — Michael Prophet, Create Fire
Friday 9/13 — New York, Carry the Torch

If you know of something of interest to the rest of the campus or want to announce the meeting of your club to them, drop by and tell by 8 a.m. of the day before publication.

Latiah County Fair arrives

This Thursday, the Latiah County Fair will get underway Thursday night at 6 p.m. and will continue with something going on every day, all day, through Sunday at 4 p.m. The entire affair is open to the community.

Starting off the agenda will be the Calico Fever Band on Thursday night. The next three days are filled with the judging of the various entries.

Highlights of the fair include McRay's Carnival rides, a talent show from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., loggers contest from 1 to 2:30 p.m., a dog show at 2 p.m. and a tractor driving contest from 2:30 to 4 p.m. All on Bozey and all open to participants from the community.

According to Judy Smith, those interested in participating in the talent show, need to provide their own accompaniment and if they want more than one mike and speaker, they need to find that also.

Exhibits, which can be entered from 3 to 8 p.m. on Wednesday, except for flowers which are to be entered Thurs-day morning, will include quilting, canning, baking, livestock, poultry and honey.

The fair will be at the Latiah County Fairgrounds which are near Third Street and Blaine.

Byline and credit information must be included in all photographs and photo information that are sent to the Idaho Argonaut for publication.
Choosing a long distance company is a lot like choosing a roommate.

It's better to know what they're like before you move in.

Living together with someone for the first time can be an "educational" experience. And living with a long distance company isn't any different. Because some companies may not give you all the services you're used to getting from AT&T.

For instance, with some companies you have to spend a certain amount before you qualify for their special volume discounts. With some others, voice quality may vary.

But when you choose AT&T, there won't be any surprises when you move in. You'll get the same high-quality, trouble-free service you're used to.

With calls that sound as close as next door. Guaranteed 60% and 40% discounts off our Day Rate—so you can talk during the times you can relax. Immediate credit for wrong numbers. Operator assistance and collect calling.

So when you're asked to choose a long distance company, choose AT&T. Because whether you're into Mozart or metal, quality is the one thing everyone can agree on. Reach out and touch someone.

AT&T
The right choice.